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Coastal planning and engineering activities often require the establishment of a multidecade
sea wave climatology in the location. In many places measurement stations are not available,
so wave hindcast technology is used, having as data input the meteorological conditions. In
this way, time series of spectral estimates are generated for the whole ocean using phase
averaging models, typically WAM, WAVEWATCH III or WAVAD. (Hanson et al. 2009)
went a step further validating the hindcast data with buoys, to show the good skill of the
technology. Yet they used the idea of wave spectral components, as regions of enhanced
energy in the directional spectra 𝑆(𝑓, 𝜃) that can be attributed to windsea or swell systems to
extract more information from the spectra.
As a result, the time series of hindcast parameters are provided with much more detailed
information which includes the integral parameters for the spectra as a whole, and in addition:
the primary swell component, the secondary swell component and the sea component
corresponding to regions of enhanced energy in the spectra. This detailed information was
used for the design of two rubble mound breakwaters in Salamanza bay, Cape Vert.
The STWAVE and CGWAVE models were used to propagate waves from an hindcast point
offshore of the island of São Vicente and to bring waves, mainly from the north and northeasterly directions, into the surf zone of the Salamanza bay. Simulations were made first:
using a JONSWAP spectra based on the integral hindcast parameters from the whole spectra
and second: using the “real” spectra as given by the hindcast. Results of the simulation show
the importance of using the “real” spectra as input, when the so called sea component is
present. Actually, Trade winds blow regularly (speed and direction) in Cape Verde region
producing an important sea component in the spectra.
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